Reconstruction of neural networks is organized by co-existence of various signal molecules or input activation in Helix pomatia L.
The overlapping neural networks consisting of multifunctional neurons were shown to take part alternatively in regulation of various visceral functions or behaviour. The reconstruction of the neural networks was shown to be a function of input activation or transmitter cocktail used at the vicinity of the neurons. In rearrangement of neural networks acetylcholine (Ach), serotonin (5HT) and molluscan neuropeptide, FMRFamide were found to be effective. The modulation occurs at the level of ion channels and at least three different types, namely the Ca-, delayed K- and the unspecific cation channels were shown to be responsible for it. The modulatory action of low molecular weight neurotransmitters and peptides was more often directed to the same species of ion channels, but the maximum of channel activation can appear at different voltage ranges. The modulation of afferent and efferent pathways by signal molecules can assure the mosaic-like functioning of the units of neural networks.